Abstract: This paper defines and explores the direct citations between citing publications (DCCPs) of a publication. We construct an ego-centered citation network for each paper that contains all of its citing papers and itself, as well as the citation relationships among them. By utilizing a large-scale scholarly dataset from the computer science field in the Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG-CS) dataset, we find that DCCPs exist universally in medium-and high-impact papers. For those papers that have DCCPs, DCCPs do occur frequently; higher-impact papers tend to contain more DCCPs than others. Meanwhile, the number of DCCPs of papers published in different years does not vary dramatically. The current paper also discusses the relationship between DCCPs and some indirect citation relationships (e.g., co-citation and bibliographic coupling).
INTRODUCTION
Citation counts play a dominant role in evaluating the impact of scientific papers, researchers, related venues (e.g., journals, academic conferences), institutions, and countries (e.g., Bornmann & Daniel, 2008; Cronin, 2005; Waltman, 2016; Waltman & Van Eck, 2015) . The assessments of research grants, peer judgments, and academic ranks are all closely correlated to citation counts (Aksnes & Taxt, 2004; Cole & Cole, 1972; Hagstrom, 1971; Smith & Eysenck, 2002) . Although this indicator is simple to calculate, criticism of using citation counts in scientific assessments has also appeared in the past decades (e.g., Bergstrom & West, 2008; Cronin, 1984; Davis, 2008; Pinski & Narin, 1976) . Previous studies have invested great effort into distinguishing different citations, such as assigning different weights to self-citations (e.g., Schubert, Glanzel, Figure 1 . Illustrations of the raw number of citations and our proposed ego-centered citation network considering direct citations between citing papers (DCCPs). Note that both solid and dotted lines are direct citations, but the dotted lines highlight those between the citing papers of , while solid lines emphasize those between and its citing papers.
In the following sections, how our proposed ego-centered citation network relates to some commonly discussed scholarly relationships (e.g., co-citation and bibliographic coupling) is illustrated. The dataset and the method are introduced in the methodology section. The results and discussion section present a detailed explanation about the above three research questions. Conclusions, implications, limitations, and future work are presented in the final section.
DIRECT CITATIONS BETWEEN CITING PUBLICATIONS
In our proposed ego-centered citation network presented in Figure 1 (b), there are many direct and indirect citation relationships. Scientometrically, a direct citation from paper A to paper B implies that B occurs in the reference list of A. There are at least three branches of research focusing on direct citations from the perspectives of bibliographic indicators (e.g., Waltman, 2016; Yan & Ding, 2010) , citing behavior (e.g., Case & Higgins, 2000; Wang et al., 2018) and knowledge flow (e.g., Hu & Jaffe, 2003) . Direct citations have been widely used in various fields, such as scientific evaluation, information retrieval, and knowledge (innovation) diffusion (Bhattacharya, 2018; Zhai, Ding, & Wang, 2018) .
Indirect citations between papers A and B refer to a non-citation relationship between A and B but imply citation relationships between A and another paper (C), as well as B and C. Research on indirect citations started in the 1960s, when Kessler (1963) first proposed the term "bibliographic coupling" (BC) to represent the fact that two papers cite common reference(s), and found that the more shared references two papers possess-defined as greater bibliographic coupling strength-, the greater possibilities that they have more topical relatedness. Starting from then, BC has become an important scholarly relationship in scientometrics (Jarneving, 2007; Morris, Yen, Wu, & Asnake, 2003) . Later, Strotmann (2008, 2014) applied BC to author levels and proposed author bibliographic coupling analysis (ABCA); they argued that ABCA tends to show more research frontiers in knowledge domain mappings.
Symmetrically, if two papers are cited by common papers, their relationships are named as "co-citation" (Small, 1973) . Co-citation analysis (CA) assumes that the more two papers are co-cited, the more topical relatedness they tend to have. CA has been expanded on many bibliometric entities, such as authors (author co-citation analysis
[ACA], e.g., White & Griffith, 1981; McCain, 1990) and journals (journal co-citation analysis [JCA], e.g., McCain, 1991) to better depict scientific intellectual structures and map knowledge domains. Studies using CA to map knowledge domains are much more than those with BC, partly because CA depicts a dynamic picture while BC tends to be a static one on paper level analyses-the co-citation frequency of two publications might change over the years, but the bibliographic coupling strength does not. Recent efforts on co-citation analysis include adding citing contents to co-citation analysis to detect the nuance of knowledge mapping. For instance, Jeong, Song, and Ding (2014) involved content information about the co-occurred citations to show an improved ACA mapping in a domain which traditional ACA failed to identify; specifically, they defined the cosine similarity between citing sentences containing two authors' publications as their co-citation frequency. More recently, Yu (2017) proposed author tri-citations, defined as three authors being cited by the same publication; her proposed strategies are found to improve the quality of knowledge domain mappings.
The citation network shown in Figure 1( In the ego-centered citation network shown in Figure 1 (b), besides direct citations, the relation between nodes and is essentially a co-citation relationship from the perspective of (Small, 1973; White & Griffith, 1981; McCain, 1991) , given that 1 If replacing citation relationships in the network with co-authorships, one can depict a more nuanced picture of the collaboration patterns among an author's co-authors. For instance, → , → , and → show the transitivity of co-authorships. If we consider more attributes of co-authors (e.g., whether they come from the same affiliation, whether they have received a similar number of citations, and whether they are in the same gender, etc.), one can also measure their homophily (Zhang et al., 2018) .
paper cited both and . However, most co-citation analysis studies (e.g., Bu et al., 2016; Eom, 1996; White, 2003) do not distinguish potential differences between edges → and → . For example, in the current study, → is defined as a DCCP from the perspective of node , while → is a DCR. This indicates that cocitation links should be treated differently in various scenarios. Essentially the DCCPs reveal the asymmetries of co-citation relationships.
METHODOLOGY

Data
The dataset used in the current study is the Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG) (Sinha et al., 2015) , which has been used and evaluated in many previous studies (e.g., Kousha, Thelwall, & Abdoli, 2018; Thelwall, 2018) . We selected all publication records in the field of computer science published from 1970 to 2016, notated as MAG-CS. Figure 2 shows how the number of publications changes over time, and it can be seen that the number of papers increases steadily over years, except for the year of 2016 (data incompletion issue). The total number of papers in the MAG-CS dataset is 5,037,476. Out of these, there are 2,524,567 computer science papers that were cited at least once. By including these papers' citing papers, and citing relations between these citing papers, a citation network comprising 9,368,571 papers and 44,273,546 citation relationships was built. 
Ego-centered Citation Network Construction
For each paper, we constructed an ego-centered citation network. In addition to considering the citation relationships between a paper and its citing papers (such as that shown in Figure 1 (a)), we also included citation relationships among its citing papers, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Obviously, our defined ego-centered citation network of a given paper contains two types of citation relationships (edges). The first type of citation relationships shows the direct connection between a paper with one of its citing papers (e.g., the edge from nodes and ), illustrated as solid lines in Figure 1 (b).
The other type of relation, presented as dotted lines, links two of the citing papers (e.g., the edge from nodes to ) if one paper cites another. In this paper, we refer to the first type as direct citation relationships (DCRs), and the second as direct citations between citing papers (DCCPs) relative to a paper (e.g., paper in Figure 1 ) in this paper's ego-centered citation network. The number of citations and the number of edges constitute two basic indicators in an ego-centered citation network defined above. The former equals the number of nodes in the network minus one, while the latter is the sum of the DCR and DCCP counts. In this paper, we term the original papers (node in
Figures 1(a) and 1(b)) as the owner of the ego-centered citation network.
Due to the availability of pre-print and early view of publications (Xia, Myers, & Wilhoite, 2011) , we detected some closed loops in certain ego-centered networks. In practice, we simply removed the whole network if it contained at least one loop. After this process, we had a total of 2,429,009 ego-centered citation networks in the MAG-CS dataset.
Paper Partitioning Strategy
To answer our research questions, we divided all papers into three groups, high-, medium-, and low-impact papers indicated by their citation counts, and observed how the number of DCCPs was distributed among these three paper types. We here employed our previously proposed methods (Huang, Bu, Ding, & Lu, 2018 ) that partition papers with different citation counts according to their citation distributions.
Two indicators, the adjusted 2 normalized by the percentage of papers used to fit the power law distribution and fitting efficiency, were utilized to determine the thresholds among high-, medium-, and low-impact papers. One of the advantages of this method is that it "facilitates the process of grouping papers by preventing arbitrary partitioning" (Huang et al., 2018, p. 8) .
Based on this strategy, we defined high-, medium-, and low-impact papers as those whose citation counts were [260, +∞) , [22, 260) , and [0,22) for our dataset, respectively.
RESULTS
What is the relationship between the existence of DCCP and the number of citations of a given paper?
According to our aforementioned arguments, compared to the traditional way that simply calculates citation counts (DCRs), this paper considered the citation relationships among citing papers (DCCPs nodes (i.e., the owner has been cited times) and edges ( DCRs and DCCPs, and thus + = ), this probability, annotated as ( > | = ), is defined as follows:
where ( > | = ) is the number of ego-centered citation networks with an edge count larger than the citation count, given a specific number of citations received;
and ( = ) is the number of ego-centered citation networks whose owners received citations. For instance, in our dataset, there were 58,367 papers that received 10 citations so far, among which there were 49,868 papers whose eco-centered citation networks had more edges than the citation count of the paper. Hence, rapidly approaching 1.0 (see Figure 3) . 
Do DCCPs occur frequently?
The aforementioned results have answered the research question regarding to what extent DCCPs exist in papers with different impacts. Suppose that a paper has DCCP(s)
in its ego-centered citation network. Then, we are also interested in whether DCCPs occur frequently, as well as how frequently they occur in the network. To address these issues, we calculated the relative number of DCCPs, i.e., the ratio between the DCCP count in the ego-centered citation network and the number of citations of the paper (DCR count). Mathematically, in an ego-centered citation network with ( + 1) nodes (i.e., the owner has been cited times), let be the number of DCCPs and be the number of DCRs. The relative number of DCCPs, − , is calculated as:
Note that − is also equivalent to − 1 (= − where = ), given as the total number of edges in the network ( = + ) and as the paper's citation count. This indicator is straightforward. An ego-centered citation network with greater − reveals that it has relatively more DCCPs. We know that a network without any DCCPs will have = , and thus − = 0. − = 1 reveals that in an ego-centered citation network, the number of DCCPs is identical to the number of DCRs (i.e., the number of citations of this owner). These findings show that DCCPs frequently occur in papers' ego-centered citation networks, with higher-impact papers exhibiting the most. One of the interpretations of this finding is attributable to researchers' literature retrieval behavior. Previous empirical studies have found that "snowballing" constitutes an effective approach to find related literature in research (e.g., Greenhalgh & Peacock, 2005; White, 2009 ).
This approach assists researchers to identify relevant publications by searching reference lists of previously retrieved studies (e.g., Cottrill, Rogers, & Mills, 1989; McCain, 1990) . As the current dataset prevents us from studying this process more indepth, this interpretation implies how the number of citations accumulates with the increasing of DCCPs. DCCPs is twice the number of citations. Moreover, we find that the number of papers with a lower citation count and relatively fewer DCCPs is much more than that with a higher citation count and relatively more DCCPs. we observe that the average curves of low-and medium-impact papers exhibit rapid increases followed by a saturation, although distinct fluctuations are also present. In terms of high-impact papers, we do not detect obvious increasing or decreasing of the relative number of DCCPs as more citations accumulate, as indicated by the green curve remaining flat.
The rapid increasing trends detected from low-and medium-impact groups in Figure 6 (right sub-figure) indicate potential relationships with DCCPs on increasing citations.
However, such relationship is non-obvious in the high-impact paper group. Due to the issue of preferential attachment (Capocci et al., 2006; Jeong, Né da, & Barabá si, 2003; Newman, 2001a Newman, , 2001b , high-impact papers have a greater probability to obtain awareness than others. Consequently, these papers might rely less on DCCPs to accumulate more citations.
How does the number of DCCPs for papers published in different years change over time?
In our dataset, the published years of papers range from 1970 to 2016. An intuitive question is whether the number of DCCPs for papers published in different years changes over decades. We know that the number of citations of a given paper does not vary evidently regardless of when the paper was published, except those published very recently and thus have not received enough citations (see details in the Appendix and Figure A1) ; therefore, to address the current research question, we first plot a heat map of the citation count change over time for each dataset, as shown in Figure 7 . Similar to Figure 6 , we here separately analyze high-, medium-, and low-impact papers and present both heat scatter plots and average value lines. to include more references in a single paper (Sinatra, Deville, Szell, Wang, & Barabá si, 2015) . The average values of the relative number of DCCPs of high-impact papers are approximately two, which is higher than the other two groups. This result is consistent with that shown in Figure 5 .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This paper demonstrates the scope of direct citations between citing publications (DCCPs) by constructing an ego-centered citation network for each paper. Different from the traditional perspective that simply counts citation relationships between a paper and its citing papers (i.e., direct citation relationships, DCRs), the current paper provides a novel method that considers citation relationships among a paper's citing papers, termed DCCPs. By utilizing a scholarly dataset from the computer science field from the Microsoft Academic Graph (MAG-CS) dataset, we find that DCCPs exist universally in medium-and high-impact papers. For those papers who have DCCPs, they do occur frequently; higher-impact papers tend to contain more DCCPs than others.
When the number of citations increases, the relative number of DCCPs increases rapidly for low-and medium-impact papers, but that of high-impact papers remains unchanged. In addition, the number of DCCPs of papers published in different years does not change dramatically.
One of the major contributions of the current paper is to present a new framework of ego-centered citation networks, including DCCPs of an owner, in scientometrics.
However, more in-depth analysis can be conducted in the future. For example, the depth of the network, which can be defined as the length of the longest directed path from any citing paper to the owner in the network, reveals the complexity of the given network which can be used to better understand this ego-centered network, as well as for other
properties, such as in-and out-degree. Moreover, the current paper analyzed DCCPs, which is one type of edge in citation networks, but did not study whether the citing papers (e.g., and in Figure 1(b) ) are high-impact papers, which is important to understand how knowledge diffuses over time (Chen & Hicks, 2004; Zhai et al., 2018) . Small (1997) once proposed the idea of "combined linkage" (p. 278), essentially a prototype of hybrid scholarly networks (Bu, Ni, & Huang, 2017) . The ego-centered network proposed in the current work implicitly contains both direct and indirect citations. Thus, one of the potential applications of the ego-centered citation networks is to quantify the semantic similarity between entities (e.g., papers, authors, journals, affiliations, etc.) by calculating the weighted distance derived from the hybrid scholarly networks. Practically, the network could combine multiple scholarly relationships, such as citation (DCR), co-citation, bibliographic coupling, co-authorship, and even co-word (Yan & Ding, 2012 ).
Our conclusion cannot be generalized to any discipline outside of computer science.
Future studies could consider involving other domains and investigating whether the current findings also hold in fields, such as humanities and social sciences. A lack of temporal analyses constitutes one of the drawbacks of the current paper. To more elaborately support our conclusion regarding how DCCPs "help" or "relate to" accumulating citations, a temporal analysis on how a highly cited paper receives its citations over time should be implemented in the future. Particularly, the structural evolution of its ego-centered citation network can be described using indicators, such as the number of normalized DCCPs or betweenness centrality of a given citing paper (node). Achieving this could paint a more nuanced picture to understand citing behaviors and motivations (Case & Higgins, 2000; Wang et al., 2018) .
Furthermore, the possible subject (topic) relations between papers that cite a given prior paper were not considered in the current study even though these appear to be critical.
If subject connections are strong among the citing papers, then it is more likely that they will cite one another, as well. On the other hand, if the "ego" paper is a general method in the field, e.g., a statistical test that many different topics tend to cite, or a common tool used by several empirical papers (such as VOSViewer [Van Eck & Waltman, 2010] ), then the citing papers will be less likely to cite one another. Perhaps if one of the citing papers becomes a highly cited paper (high visibility), then that will attract more attention and possibly more citations to the "ego" paper. 
APPENDIX
The appendix shows how the number of citations of papers published in different years changes. As seen in Figure A1 , 
